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Abstract. Mostly e-business and e-applications rely on the Service Oriented
Computing paradigm and its most popular implementation, namely Web Services. When properly implemented and described, Web Services can be dynamically discovered and reused using Internet technologies, pushing interoperability
to unprecedented levels. However, poorly described Web Services are rather difficult to be discovered, understood, and reused. This paper presents heuristics for
automatically detecting common pitfalls that should be avoided when creating
Web Service descriptions. Experimental results with ca. 400 real-world Web Services, empirically show the feasibility of the proposed heuristics.
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1 Introduction
The success encountered by the Internet encourages practitioners, companies and governments to create software that utilizes information and services that third-parties have
made public in the Web. This, besides encouraging the aforementioned actors to offer
their information and services in the same way, spreads into a new kind of software,
namely e-applications, e-business, and e-government [1]. Nowadays, the Service Oriented Computing (SOC) paradigm [2] is used for developing this kind of software.
With SOC, software development involves a service provider, who offers services
and advertises them in a public registry, and service consumers, who use such a registry
to find the services that they need [3]. Using open standards, such as SOAP, HTTP,
and XML, to implement the SOC paradigm is by now commonplace in the software
industry because these standards allow the integration of different pieces of software
independently of their platform and location. Basically, providers describe their services
using Web Service Description Language (WSDL), which is an XML-based language,
and advertise them using Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI),
which uses XML for representing services meta-data and SOAP for querying it. The
term Web Services refers to these standards that support SOC across the Web [4].
SOC and Web Services have been broadly embraced by the software industry. The
ever-growing number of publicly available services represents “either more freedom
or more chaos for service consumers” [5], mainly because of the limited search capabilities of UDDI, the incorrect usage of standards to describe Web Services, and
that they do not consider the semantics of services in an explicit and non ambiguous

way [6]. Several registry enhancements have been proposed to improve the experience
of service consumers. The approach to service discovery that bases on exploiting every possible piece of information conveyed in standard service descriptions, has shown
favorable outcomes [7]. This approach bases on the fact that when WSDL documents
are well-written the signatures and associated comments of their offered operations,
convey keywords relevant to index the services [7]. Well-written WSDL documents are
essential for not only such approach, but also service consumers because if they do not
understand what a service does, they would not select the service. Unfortunately, despite such importance and Foster’s words “Web Services have little value if other cannot
discover, access, and make sense of them” [8], it seems that providers tend not to care
about Web Services discoverability and understandability, as pointed by [9,10,11].
In our previous work [10], we introduced a catalog of WSDL-based Web Services
discoverability anti-patterns. Besides measuring the impact of each anti-pattern on discovery, the study assesses the implications of anti-patterns on users’ ability to make
sense of WSDL documents. The catalog consists of eight anti-patterns having a name,
a problem description, and a soundly refactor procedure. However the results of the
study motivate anti-patterns refactoring, manually looking for an anti-pattern in WSDL
documents might be a time consuming and complex task. Thus, this paper presents
heuristics to automatically detect the anti-patterns of the catalog. These heuristics have
been experimentally validated with a real-world data-set, showing an averaged accuracy
of 98.5%. Therefore, the main contribution of this paper is:
– the definition and validation of novel heuristics for automatically detecting antipatterns that already have been proven to be opportunities for improving the discoverability and understandability of Web Services in [10].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 explains the essential characteristics of the WSDL, the service discovery process, and the Web Services discoverability
anti-patterns, Sect. 3 explains the proposed heuristics, while Sect. 4 reports conducted
experiments, finally Sect. 5 presents conclusions and opportunities of future research.

2 Background
WSDL is an XML-based language that allows providers to describe the service functionality as a set of port-types. A port-type arranges different operations whose invocation is based on exchanging messages: one message with input data, other with the
result, and another with error information, optionally. Port-types, operations and messages, must be named with unique names. Messages consist of parts that are arranged
according to specific data-types defined using the XML Schema Definition (XSD) language. XSD offers constructors for defining simple types (e.g., integer and string), and
more elaborate mechanisms for defining complex elements. Data-type definitions can
be put into a WSDL document or into a separate file and imported from any WSDL
document afterward. The grammar of the WSDL1 can be summarized as follows:
1

Note that “?” means optional and “*” means none or many.

<documentation .... />?
<types>?
<documentation .... />?
<schema .... />*
</types>
<message name =" nmtoken">*
<documentation .... />?
<part name=" nmtoken" element="qname"? type="qname"?/>*
</ message>
<portType name=" nmtoken">*
<documentation .... />?
<operation name="nmtoken">*
<documentation .... />?
<input name="nmtoken"? message="qname">?
<documentation .... />?
</input>
<output name =" nmtoken"? message="qname">?
<documentation .... />?
</output>
<fault name="nmtoken" message=" qname">*
<documentation .... />?
</fault>
</operation>
</ portType>

UDDI2 was originally defined as the discovery protocol of Web Services. However,
UDDI has been proven to be an ineffective discovery method for large registries because
it is a keyword based discovery method [12]. As a result two approaches to discovery
have been taken, the first one relies on an extended WSDL to include ontology based
descriptions of the service. Although this approach allows automatic service discovery,
the industry has not adopted because the high effort required for implementing it [13].
The second direction is applying information retrieval (IR) techniques to WSDL documents for allowing search Web Service [7]. The main strength of using IR is that there
is no need of modifying existent WSDL documents. However, this is also a drawback
because many of those documents are not well-written.
Although the importance of well-designed WSDL document has been identified as
a central concern in Web Service reuse [14,15], different studies have pointed out the
existence of widespread problems in documentation [16], naming [11] and interface
design [9,17] in real-life WSDL documents.
In [10], we have explicitly addressed the quality of WSDL documents from the
perspective of a discoverer, pursuing recurrent problems that attempt against the understandability and discoverability of services. To do this, we have studied publicly available WSDL documents looking for common problems. As a result, the study presents
a catalog of bad practices that frequently occur in the analyzed corpus, along with
hints about how to detect problem symptoms, and refactoring guidelines to solve them.
Specifically, each observed bad practice has been described in a general way that includes a description of: the problem, its solution, and an illustrative example, thus we
refer to the catalog as a catalog of Web Services discoverability anti-patterns [18].
Table 1 summarizes the identified anti-patterns. The “Symptoms” column describes
the bad practice associated with an anti-pattern. The column named “Manifests” presents
a classification based on how an anti-pattern can be detected. Anti-pattern manifestation can take three values: Evident, Not immediately apparent, and Present in service
2
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Table 1: Catalog of Web Service discoverability anti-patterns.
Anti-pattern

Enclosed data model
Redundant port-types
Redundant data models

Symptoms
Occurs when the data-type definitions are placed in WSDL
documents rather than in separate XSD ones.
Occurs when port-types offer the same set of operations.
Occurs when many data-types for representing the same objects of
the problem domain coexist in a WSDL document.

Manifest

Evident
Evident
Evident

Whatever types

Occurs when a data-type represents any object of the domain.

Evident

Inappropriate or lacking

Occurs when (1) a WSDL document has no comments, or

(1) Evident, or (2) Not

comments

(2) comments are inappropriate and not explanatory.

immediately apparent

Occurs when port-types have weak semantic cohesion.

Not immediately apparent

Low cohesive operations
in the same port-type
Ambiguous names

Undercover fault
information within
standard messages

Occurs when ambiguous or meaningless names are used for
denoting the main elements of a WSDL document.
Occurs when output messages are used to notify service errors.
Sometimes (1) whatever types are returned and operation comments
suggest anti-pattern occurrence. Otherwise (2) it is necessary to
analyze service implementation.

Not immediately apparent

(1) Not immediately apparent,
or (2) Present in service
implementation

implementation. An anti-pattern is Evident if it can be detected by analyzing only the
structure, or syntax of the WSDL document. Not immediately apparent means that detecting the anti-pattern requires a semantic analysis as well. Finally, Present in service
implementation anti-patterns may not show themselves in the WSDL document, thus requiring the execution of the associated service to be detected. This classification drives
the approach to detect an anti-pattern, as will be explained in next section. It is worth
noting that two anti-patterns are classified in many categories, and that the proposed
heuristics detect them when they manifest according to their 1 st classification.

3 Automatic discoverability anti-pattern detection
Our anti-pattern detection approach bases on an incremental process, in which a WSDL
document is passed through eight different heuristics. Each heuristic deals with the
detection of a particular anti-pattern. The idea of having individual detection heuristics
stems from the fact that anti-pattern occurrences are mutually independent [10]. In other
words, the occurrence of one anti-pattern does not imply the occurrence of another one.
Below, the heuristics are discussed regarding the way each anti-pattern manifests.
3.1 Evident anti-patterns
The detection of Evident anti-patterns is based on rules, which are applied to the WSDL
document grammar, because the manifestation of these anti-patterns is syntactical.

Algorithm 1 Heuristic for detecting Repeated data model anti-pattern.
1: function redundant(element1, element2)
⊲ The first time recives two data definitions
2:
if !HaveSameAttributes(element1, element2) then
3:
return f alse
4:
end if
5:
chidren1 ← GetChildren(element1)
6:
chidren2 ← GetChildren(element2)
7:
if Size(children1)! = Size(children2) then
8:
return f alse
9:
end if
10:
for i ← 0; i < Size(children1); i + + do
11:
child1 ← children1[i]
12:
child2 ← children2[i]
13:
if !redundant(child1, child2) then
14:
return f alse
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
return true
18: end function

To detect Enclosed data model anti-pattern, it is necessary to know if the datatypes exchanged by service operations are defined in the WSDL document or imported
from some where else. To do this, our heuristic checks if the <types> tag is present
in a WSDL document. If it is not present, the data model is not defined in the WSDL
document; therefore, the anti-pattern is not present. Instead, when the WSDL document
contains the <types> tag, the heuristic analyzes whether the tag is empty or it contains
one or more <schema> tags. If the <types> tag is empty, it again means that no type is
defined, which suggests that the anti-pattern is not present. On the other hand, if the
<types> tag has <schema> tags defined, it is necessary to check each <schema> tag. If
all <schema> tags are empty, the anti-pattern is not present, otherwise it is present.
The detection of Redundant port-types anti-pattern requires to revise if a port-type is
defined several times in the same WSDL document. Usually, to support another invocation method for a service, providers tend to repeat a port-type, but using data-types specially designed for the new invocation method [10]. Consequently, it is not possible to
detect anti-pattern occurrences by looking for exact matching between two port-types.
Therefore, the heuristic analyzes if two port-types have the same number of operations
and if they have the same names, skipping any message similarity checks.
Redundant data model anti-pattern manifestation is different from Redundant porttype anti-pattern manifestation. With Redundant data model anti-pattern, the names of
the elements that describe the data-type are likely to change, but not the structure of the
data-type. Thus, the detection of this anti-pattern involves comparing the structure of
each defined data-type. Algorithm 1 shows how two data-type definitions are compared.
The two commonest forms in which the Whatever type anti-pattern manifests itself
are: (1) when a data-type is defined using the XSD primitive type “anyType”, (2) when
a data-type definition includes the <any> tag. Both cases allow developers to leave a
data-type part undefined because any valid XML content can be inserted afterward in

such an undefined part. Therefore, the corresponding heuristic analyzes if <any> tag is
present, or some tag have “anyType” as a value of its “type” property.
Finally, another heuristic checks that that all operations within a WSDL document
have associated the <documentation> tag and its content is not empty, otherwise an
evident occurrence of Inappropriate or lacking comments anti-pattern is present.
3.2 Not immediately apparent anti-patterns
Not immediately apparent anti-patterns cannot be detected by syntactically analyzing
the WSDL grammar. Instead, their detection requires analyzing the semantics of comments and names present in WSDL documents [10]. Therefore, the rules for detecting
anti-patterns of this group are more complex than those of the previous section.
In order to detect if the Low cohesive operations in the same port-type anti-pattern
occurs in a service description, it is necessary to verify that port-type operations belong
to the same domain. Broadly, the heuristic aims to deduce the domain of each individual operation, and then compares deduced domains looking for mismatches. Since the
information available of the operations are their names, comments, messages and datatypes, which are textual information, our heuristic reduces the problem of classifying
operations according to their domain to the well-known problem of classifying text.
Current implementation of the heuristic employs a variation of Rocchio classifier,
called Rocchio TF-IDF, because a previous work [19] has empirically shown that Rocchio TF-IDF outperformed other classifiers for the Web Services context. Rocchio TFIDF represents textual information as vectors, in which each dimension stands for a term
and its magnitude is the weight of the term related with the text. Having represented all
the textual information of a domain as vectors, the average vector, called centroid, is
built for representing the domain. Then, the domain of an operation is deduced by representing it as a vector and comparing it to each domain centroid. Finally, the domain
of the most similar average vector is returned as being the domain of that operation. For
the sake of conciseness, the reader asking for deep explanations and details about gathering textual information from WSDL documents, representing it as vectors, centroid
construction and similarity calculations should refer to [19].
Using Rocchio TF-IDF, operations can be easily classified and if a port-type contains operations that belong to different domains the anti-pattern is considered to be
present. The main disadvantages of using Rocchio TF-IDF are that the classifier is
only able to classify operations in known domains, and requires an expert to classify
a training-set of operations according with their domain. Thus, for the experiments we
employed a corpus of WSDL documents that have been previously classified.
The Ambiguous names anti-pattern is another Not immediately apparent anti-pattern,
which deals with non-explanatory WSDL element names. The first step to detect naming problems in a WSDL document is to check whether the length of any name is neither
too short nor too long. Thus, the associated heuristic checks if the length of any name is
between a fixed range of characters, otherwise the name is considered as an occurrence
of the anti-pattern. For the experiments, we set the range in [3:30] characters.
Second, several words have been identified to be related with non-explanatory or
too general names [11]. The unrecommended words are: thing, class, param, arg, obj,
some, execute, return, body, foo, http, soap, result, input, output, in, out. A name that

has any of these words probably is too general; therefore if a name contains one of these
words, the corresponding heuristic detects it as an ambiguous name.
Third, each name should have an adequate grammatical structure. The name of an
operation should be in the form: <verb> “+” {<noun>|<noun phrase>} because an operation is an action, but in the case of exchanged data (e.g. a message part), its name
should be a {<noun>|<noun phrase>} because it represents a concept [10].
To grammatically analyze the structure of a name, our heuristic applies a probabilistic context free grammar parser [20] to operation and part names. With this kind of
parsers, a sentence is analyzed and associated with rules that form one or more parsing
trees as in traditional context free grammar, but each rule has an independent probability. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the most probably parsing tree for a given
sentence by multiplying the probability of all the rules of each derived parsing tree.
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Fig. 1: Parsing tree examples.

The heuristic to analyze a message name is to check if the parsing tree derived by the
parser has no verb tags. For example, Fig. 1a depicts the parsing tree of three message
names: “name”, ”firstName”, and “usesCache”. The first and second names are correct,
because their parsing trees do not contain verbs. However, the name “usesCache”, starts
with a verb so it represents an action and thus it is not correct.
When analyzing an operation name, the heuristic adds to the operation name the
word “it” at the beginning of the name to indicate the noun that it should be missing
in the name of an operation. For instance, if the operation is named “buyCar”, the sentence analyzed by the parser is “it buy car”. Although the sentence is not grammatically
correct, it is closed enough to the correct sentence because having probabilistic rules
makes the parser able to handle malformed sentences [20]. Then, our heuristic counts
the number of verbs in the parsing tree. If the number of verbs is different from one, the
Ambiguous name anti-pattern is detected. Figure 1b represents parsing trees for three
different operation names with the “it” pronoun added as explained above. The first
name, which is “buyCar”, is correct because it gives the idea that the operation performs one and only one action. In contrast, the second name, which is “car”, is a noun
then is incorrect because the name has not semantics of what the operation does. Finally, the third operation name, which is “createSendTicket”, is also incorrect because
it has two verbs meaning that the operation actually performs two actions.

Finally, the last heuristic aims at detecting Not immediately apparent occurrences
of Undercover fault information within standard messages anti-pattern. Commonly, this
anti-pattern has footprints in WSDL documents, but sometimes it requires to analyze
service implementation. Our heuristic only detects this anti-pattern when is the first
case. To do this, the heuristic verifies whether an operation has a <fault> message
defined that means that the errors are handled in the correct manner [10]. Consequently,
the presence of a <fault> message is considered enough evidence that the operation
presents no symptom of the anti-pattern. If this not the case, the heuristic looks for
an occurrence of the Whatever type anti-pattern in the output, and keywords in the
operation comments that indicate the presence of the anti-pattern. The set of keywords
is: fault, error, fail, overflow, exception, stackTrace.

4 Experimental evaluation
Previous section describes the proposed heuristics for automatically detecting the discoverability anti-patterns introduced by [10]. This section describes the experiments
that have been conducted to evaluate the detection effectiveness of these heuristics.
The followed evaluation methodology involves manually analyzing each WSDL
document to identify the anti-patterns it has, peer-reviewing manual results (at least
three different people reviewed each WSDL document), automatically analyzing the
WSDL document using the proposed heuristics, and finally comparing both manual and
automatic results. These results are organized per anti-pattern, in which if a WSDL document has the anti-pattern it is classified as “Positive”, otherwise it is classified as “Negative”. When the manual classification for a WSDL document is equal to the automatic
one, it means that the heuristic accurately operates for that document. Achieved results
are shown using a confusion matrix. Each row of the matrix represents the number of
WSDL documents that were automatically classified using the heuristic associated with
a particular anti-pattern. The columns of the matrix show manual classifications, i.e. the
number of WSDL documents that has the anti-pattern actually.
The described methodology was followed using the data-set of 392 WSDL documents that it is described in [10]. This data-set3 , which was gathered by Hess et al. [21],
has been selected because it is an snapshot of publicly available Web Service on Internet. Once each heuristic was fed with the data-set and its results computed, we built the
confusion matrixes. Then, we assessed the accuracy, and false positive/negative rates
for each matrix. Table 2 shows the confusion matrixes.
The accuracy of each heuristic was calculated as the number of classification matching over the total of analyzed WSDL documents. For instance, the accuracy of the Re221+166
= 0.987. The heuristic for detecting Low
dundant data model heuristic was 221+2+3+166
cohesive operations within the same port-type anti-pattern achieved the lowest accuracy: 0.775. This could be caused by errors that the classifier introduced. Nevertheless,
the averaged accuracy for all heuristics was 0.958.
The false positive rate is the proportion of WSDL documents that a heuristic wrongly
labels them as having the corresponding anti-pattern. At the same time, the false negative rate is the proportion of WSDL documents that a heuristic wrongly labels as not
3

Data-set: http://www.andreas-hess.info/projects/annotator/index.html

Table 2: Confusion matrixes for the detection of anti-patterns.
Manual detection results

Automatic detection results per anti-pattern

Negative
Enclosed data model

Redundant port-types

Redundant data models

Whatever types

Lacking comments

Low cohesive operations in the same port-type

Ambiguous names
Undercover fault information within standard
messages

Positive

Negative

116

6

Positive

0

270

Negative

161

4

Positive

0

227

Negative

221

2

Positive

3

166

Negative

339

0

Positive

3

50

Negative

135

0

Positive

0

257

Negative

272

10

Positive

78

32

Negative

67

0

Positive

9

316

Negative

351

3

Positive

4

34

having the corresponding anti-pattern. A false negative rate equals to 1 would mean that
a detection heuristic missed all anti-pattern occurrences. For these rates, the lower the
achieved values the better the detection effectiveness. The averaged false positive rate
was 0.036, and the averaged false negative rate was 0.052.
We individually analyzed each WSDL document that was wrongly classified by the
heuristics. Afterward, we detected that the reason behind 16 incorrect classifications
was that those WSDL documents adhere to the 2001 WSDL standard, whereas the implementation of the heuristics depends on the 1999 standard. Therefore, 16 mismatches
were caused by current implementation of the heuristics and not by a heuristic itself.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Many Web Service problems for being discovered and re-used, have been recognized as
having their roots in WSDL discoverability anti-patterns [10]. This paper presents novel
heuristics for detecting these anti-patterns. Proposed heuristics have been employed for
analyzing a corpus of real-world Web Services, which had been manually analyzed.
Reported experiments show that the averaged accuracy of the heuristics was 0.958, and
the false positive and false negative averaged rates of 0.036 and 0.052, respectively. All
in all, the proposed heuristics represent an advance in the creation of Web Services that
are easier to be understood and discovered, which by themselves symbolize the basic

blocks for e-applications relying on the SOC paradigm or the new wave of serviceoriented software systems, such as Cloud Computing [22], SaaS or PaaS [23].
The anti-pattern detector can minimized the impact of the commonest bad practice
by helping developers to detect potential problems in their services before they are
made available. In addition, Web Service registries may use the anti-pattern detector for
informing service developers about possible problems in their services, so developers
can be aware of those problems for avoiding them in future versions of the services.
More experiments should be done in the future, since the reported results can not
be generalized, in particular those related to Not immediately apparent anti-patterns. In
this sense, we are planning to employ the heuristics with a recently published repository
of real Web Services [24]. Besides, this work will be extended to incorporate a heuristic
for analyzing the descriptiveness of comments present in WSDL documents. Currently,
we are evaluating a heuristic that combines WordNet, an electronic lexical database,
and a natural language parser. Preliminary results are encouraging.
Another line of future research involves the synchronization between changes in
WSDL documents and service implementations, because removing the identified antipatterns from a service description may imply changes in the underlying software. Furthermore, some version support technique is necessary to allow consumers that use the
old WSDL document version to continue using the service until they migrate to the
improved WSDL document [25].
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